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1 CROSSDat concept

CROSSDat is the data platform of the SWEET-CROSS activity. CROSSDat provides unified and efficient

access to SWEET and energy related data, irrespective of where the data is stored and curated.

The main distinguishing feature of CROSSDat is that it is both a database and a metabase that presents

data consumers with a platform with aggregated energy data:

• The metabase (database of metadata) automatically understands and harvests metadata from

existing external data management systems and databases and presents it. This allows data

producers, which already use existing databases, to use CROSSDat without duplicating efforts.

• The database allows researchers from SWEET consortia and beyond to host and directly publish

energy-related data (with its accompanying metadata).

Importantly, in CROSSDat, we have a decentralized research data management, which means that

the original data providers are responsible of curating the data.

2 Context

Data can play a central role in the transformation of the Swiss energy sector and its digitalization.

However, realizing this potential faces some challenges concerning data access and provision. The

main challenges regarding data access are high fragmentation and low availability. The very high

fragmentation comes from the existence of many data platforms proving energy-related data. A

large amount of datasets and databases exist in the energy domain in Switzerland and outside. Re-

searchers, federal offices, cantons, cities, companies have their own preferred data platform, where

they have uploaded and will probably continue uploading their research. This lack of an energy-

dedicated platform makes access to data inefficient. Additionally, not all data is openly available and

it is often exchanged bilaterally. This last aspect of availability is directly linked to the challenges con-

cerning data provision: lack of incentives for data producers; lack of expertise and resources; and

distrust in the use of open data due to inexisting or unclear standards and frameworks defining the

rights and duties of data users and providers.

CROSSDat aims at tackling some of these challenges, mainly the high fragmentation and the lack of

trust. First, to reduce fragmentation, CROSSDat provides an overview of and unified access to energy

data, as suggested by the SFOE’s report on Open Energy Data (BFE, 2022). CROSSDat allows data

providers to continue using their preferred data management system but also offers the possibility of

hosting data. Second, we defined the CROSSDat structure following the proposal of the data spaces

from the UVEK and EDA (2022), aiming at creating a trustworthy data space.

3 Principles

1. Unified data access: The main objective of CROSSDat is to provide a platform with unified

access to SWEET and energy related research data, irrespective of where it is stored and curated.

2. Distributed research data management: Research data management is organized in a decen-

tralized manner where the responsibility to curate research data remains with the experts and

the original data providers



3. Findable (and traceable):

• Datapackages are assigned a unique identifier with a certain standard (e.g. DOI from Dat-

aCite) or contain an unique identifier.

• Data is described with rich metadata

• Traceable: Different versions should be clearly timestamped and easy to find

4. Accessible:

• Data can be retrieved by their identifier using a standardized communications protocol

• No login should be needed to have access to the data. However, data that is not public yet

can have restricted access

5. Interoperable:

• The datapackages use formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for

knowledge representation (frictionless)

• The platform is able to understand, parse and harvest external sources and present them

6. Reusable:

• Data includes a clear and accessible data usage license

• The platform is open source

4 Structure

We defined the structure of CROSSDat following the structures of the data spaces from the UVEK and

EDA (2022).

• Data providers deliver data either using their preferred data management system or upload

their data to the CROSSDat database.

• The infrastructure operator (1) defines standards for data management systems, metadata and

data packages; and (2) operates the technical infrastructure.

• The technical infrastructure includes three layers: (1) Reading and standardizing: Automati-

cally harvest metadata and converts it to the standards; (2) Data layer that stores metadata and

data; and (3) Presentation layer that is the interface with the data consumers.

• Finally, on top of all these actors, a governance (still under construction) decides the rights and

duties of data providers and data consumers.

5 Core system

CROSSDat uses Frictionless standards. Frictionless standards are based on data packages. Data pack-

ages are a format of a container used to describe and package data. Datapackages include a json file

describing the datapackage, an example of the structure of a datapackage hosted in the CROSSDat is

shown in Listing 1.

https://frictionlessdata.io/
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Figure 1: CROSSDat structure

Listing 1: Structure datapackage JSON file

1 "file_location":"cross",
2 "title": "",
3 "description": "",
4 "version": "2022-04-05",
5 "last_updated": "2022-04-05",
6 "institution": "",
7 "category": ["",""],
8 "keywords": [
9 "key1","key2"

10 ],
11 "temporal": {
12 "start": "",
13 "end": "",
14 "resolution": ""
15 },
16 "spatial": {
17 "location": "",
18 "resolution": ""
19 },
20 "documentation":
21 {
22 "name": "",
23 "file": ""
24 },



25 "licenses": [
26 {
27 "name": "cc-by-4.0",
28 "title": "Creative Commons Attribution 4.0",
29 "path": "https:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/"
30 }
31 ],
32 "contributors": [
33 {
34 "last -name": "",
35 "name": "",
36 "email": "",
37 "affiliation":""
38 },
39 {
40 "last -name": "",
41 "name": "",
42 "email": "",
43 "affiliation":""
44 }
45 ],
46 "resources": [
47 {
48 "name": "",
49 "path": ".csv",
50 "mediatype": "text/csv",
51 "schema": {
52 "fields": [
53 {
54 "description": "",
55 "name": "",
56 "type": "text"
57 },
58 {
59 "description": "",
60 "name": "",
61 "type": "text"
62 }
63 ]
64 }
65 },
66 {
67 "name": "",
68 "path": ".csv",
69 "mediatype": "text/csv",
70 "schema": {
71 "fields": [
72 {
73 "description": "",
74 "name": "",
75 "type": "text"
76 },
77 {
78 "description": "",
79 "name": "",
80 "type": "text"



81 }
82 ]
83 }
84 }
85 ],
86 "sources": [
87 {"name": "", "web": ""},
88 {"name": "", "web": ""},
89 {"name": "", "web": ""}
90 ]
91 }

The first step for any data publication in CROSSdat is the registration of a frictionless datapackage

describing the data. This datapackage contains either the data and metadata or the information to

a platform from which the metadata will be imported. In the second case, the metadata is imported

through an automated process (Figure 1). Currently, the platforms from which CROSSDat imports

metadata are zenodo, opendata.swiss and envidat.

In the second step the data package is presented to the user. This datapackage includes all the meta-

data and the links to the files for download.

6 Metadata

The purpose of metadata is to properly document a data entry and to allow CROSSDat to provide

certain functionalities such as searchability and accessibility. The quality of the metadata directly

affects these functionalities, therefore, the provided metadata should follow the FAIR (Findability,

Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability) principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016):

1. Metadata are described with a formal metadata language, e.g. eCH-0200 DCAT-AP CH

2. Metadata should contain all core attributes

3. Metadata should include a clear usage license
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